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Economic Update
The first estimate for fourth quarter GDP came out this week and the
headline number was not pretty, showing the U.S. economy contracted
0.1%. Digging into the report, though, we believe the number really is not
as bad as it seems. The weakness was led by the government
component which fell at a 6.6% annual pace, largely attributable to a
sharp 22% drop in defense spending likely tied to uncertainty around
sequestration cuts. The other big drag came from a $40 billion slowdown
in business inventory growth, which likely means businesses will need to
produce more this quarter to meet demand. Meanwhile business
investment, consumer spending and home construction were all quite
healthy. So upon further review we feel this report should be viewed in a
more positive light, and we do not believe it should not be seen as a
harbinger to recession.
There was surprisingly strong growth seen in manufacturing for the
month of January as the ISM’s manufacturing index rose nearly three
points to 53.1 – the largest increase in eight months. The new orders
component rose 3.6 points, firmly in expansion territory, pointing to a
positive outlook for the sector. Of concern was a further rise in the prices
paid component to 56.5, increasing the likelihood of higher consumer
inflation ahead. Still, we find the report is a good sign for global growth.
Job growth remained steady in January as the U.S. economy added
157,000 jobs. The number was below expectations, but massive upward
revisions to December (41,000 higher) and November (86,000 higher)
more than made up for the disappointment. Strength is still coming from
the private sector which added 166,000 to the payrolls as the government
cut its workforce by 9,000. There was a small increase in the number of
employed people in the household survey, but a larger increase in the
labor pool nudged the unemployment rate up a tenth to 7.9%.
The Conference Board’s consumer confidence index fell 8.1 points to
58.6 in January. Despite averting the full weight of the fiscal cliff,
expectations for future income were depressed as consumers saw the
impact of the payroll tax cut expiration in their first paychecks of the year.

SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S. Department of
Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of Realtors, the National
Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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Pushing yields close to nine-month highs, U.S. Treasuries finished the
week modestly lower as an FOMC statement and an increase in the
unemployment rate eased concerns the Federal Reserve would start
winding down its bond purchase program. Fed policy makers said
growth, while slowed by “transitory factors”, faces downside risks even
after stresses in the global financial markets have eased. Fed officials
added the economic expansion will pick up and unemployment will fall in
response to “appropriate policy accommodation”, which translates into
ongoing low short-term rates and a continuation of the Fed’s bond buying
program. Separately, in a sign inflation concerns have intensified, the
spread, or difference in interest rates, between 30-year bonds and similar
maturity TIPS, a gauge of expectations for an increase in consumer
prices, rose to its highest level in over three months and topped its tenyear average. Meanwhile, many strategists feel investment grade bonds
may be vulnerable to a correction as prices approach all-time high levels.
This sector of the bond market tends to sell-off when the interest rate
cycle shows signs of turning higher, particularly when spreads over
Treasuries have narrowed. Finally, although buyouts like the reported
Dell sale will likely not become a wide-ranging issue, they do pose a
threat for bondholders as they diminish the risk profile of the company,
resulting in credit downgrades.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.
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Most major domestic stock markets were up slightly this week, ending the
first month of the New Year in positive territory on Thursday and then
continuing to rally Friday on strong employment report figures and better
than expected ISM data. The Dow Jones Industrial Average closed
above 14,000 for the first time since 2007, increasing 149 points on
Friday to close at 14009.79, up 0.8% for the week. The broader S&P 500
Index finished the week at 1513.17, higher by 0.7%. The NASDAQ
Composite Index increased 0.9% since last Friday to close at 3179.10.
Asian markets were strong as the Nikkei Index hit a 33-month high on
Wednesday, ending the month of January 7.2% ahead of the year-end
close. Solid earnings reports from Japanese companies, better than
expected improvement in retail sales and a decline in the yen to multiyear lows versus the dollar and the euro helped propel stocks higher this
past week. European equities as measured by the STOXX Europe 600
Index were down slightly compared to a week ago, but investors in
England bid the FTSE index up to its highest level since 2008. Mining
stocks in England were strong on news that manufacturing in China
continues to expand.
Fourth quarter 2012 earnings season continued this week with better
than expected results out from Exxon Mobil, Boeing, Facebook and
Zimmer. Exxon reported better than expected earnings due to stronger
refining margins and lower costs even as total revenues decreased. On
Monday Facebook reached its highest price level since July, only to fall
back when the company announced higher spending initiatives for 2013,
leading to several analyst downgrades. Boeing’s results were strong but
headline news regarding safety concerns about the 787 has weighed on
the stock recently.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.

Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital
International, The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Wolfe Trahan.
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Gold settled 0.54% higher this week thanks to mixed U.S. jobs data and
weakness in the dollar, which helped support demand for the precious
metal, but was limited to even greater gains due to better than expected
figures on U.S. consumer sentiment and manufacturing activity. The
metal rose in line with equities and commodities on Friday after U.S.
nonfarm payroll data showed modest job growth in January. Bullion
prices climbed even further this week after the Labor Department
announced U.S. job gains in the last two months were larger than initially
reported, suggesting the economy may be on track for a recovery despite
a surprising contraction in output in Q4. The metal hit a bump in the road
after St. Louis Fed President James Bullard predicted the U.S. economy
may be on track for better performance this year, which could put the
central bank in a position to slow down its massive bond buying program.
The metal, which closed at $1,667.60 an ounce, was able to offset last
week’s losses, but remains flat on the year.
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After tracking the rise in global equity markets, crude oil gained 1.68%
this week on the prospect of economic growth appearing optimistic
thanks to upbeat macroeconomic data, which dispelled fears of any
easing in demand for oil. However, the bombing of the U.S. Embassy in
Turkey renewed geopolitical concerns of disruption in supply with the
situations in Algeria and Egypt already causing worries. Crude settled at
a four-month high earlier in the week as the dollar continued to weaken
against other major currencies. Investors largely ignored an Energy
Information Administration (EIA) report that showed crude stockpile in the
U.S. increased more than expected. The EIA revealed U.S. crude oil
inventories jumped 5.90 million barrels, while gasoline stocks shed 1.00
million barrels in the week ended January 25.
Hedge funds managers are turning bullish on commodities as prices
keep rising, on top of the S&P 500 topping the 1,500 mark for the first
time since the financial crisis. Investors boosted their positions in 18 U.S.
futures and options by 11% in the week ended Jan. 22. This was the
largest increase in net-long bets in six months, the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission said, and comes at the end of seven straight weeks
of gains for U.S. commodity prices.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
1 Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking
statements” which may or may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and
observations regarding investment strategies, asset allocation, individual securities, and economic and market
conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could differ materially. Do not place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forward-looking statements.
MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors proprietary trading
strategies. Performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of management and
transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions MainStreet Advisors provides investment services. In
some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors Tactical Asset Allocation Models.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from
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the performance results reflected herein. In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon request.
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced
by an individual client.
MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value,
or core), geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large
cap). The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period. However, the indices
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown. MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation. It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to
the index charter. The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant
stock markets. They are not available for direct investment.
Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk,
including possible loss of principal. MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated. MainStreet Advisors is an SEC
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